NOTICE OF MEETING
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO

Date: Wednesday, November 17, 2021
Time: 6:00pm
Location: Price Center East Forum; https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/98762880541

Order of Business

Roll Call

Public Input

Special Presentations

1. Special Presentation by Chief Communications Officer, Tommy Jung regarding Advocacy Agenda Survey Data Analysis.

2. Special Presentation by VP Campus Affairs, Isaac Lara regarding Standardized External Committee Reporting.

Reports of Senator Projects

Reports of AS Senators

Reports of AS Offices

Question Time

Reports of Standing Committees

Reports of External Committees

Committee Question Time

Discussion Items

Unfinished Business

New Business
Open Forum

Roll Call

Written Reports

1. Allocation of $254.97 from Programming funds to Triton Splatoon for Post-Final Gaming

2. Allocation of $1,361 from Programming funds to Triton Engineering Student Council for Winter Engineers on the Green

3. Allocation of $221.68 from Programming funds to IEEE for IEEE Winter GBM

4. Allocation of $582.18 from Programming funds to ACM for ACM Winter Kickoff

5. Allocation of $156.11 from Programming funds to Quantum Computing at UCSD for An Introduction to Quantum Computing Presented by QCSD

  ● Office of Finance and Resources

Bills in Committee

Finance Committee

F1. Allocation of $498.34 from Programming Funds to Project in a Box for PiB Study Jam. Sponsored by FC Williams.

Legislative Committee

L1. Appointment of TBD as Director of the Office of College Affairs. Sponsored by Manu Agni


L3. Amendment to Resolution on Establishment of Performance Standards (Attachment Forthcoming). Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L5. Appointment of Patricia Ko as Event Programming Coordinator for the Office of Campus Affairs, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L6. Appointment of Justin Wang as Mental Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L7. Appointment of Kimiko Walker as Mental Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L8. Appointment of Michael Lin as Mental Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L9. Appointment of Shane Abbasi as Sexual Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L10. Appointment of Nai Mikail as Sexual Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L11. Appointment of Chloe Le as Sexual Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

L12. Appointment of Patricia Ko as Student Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.
L13. Appointment of Vivian Zhang as Student Health Advocate for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.


L15. Appointment of Nayeli Pulido as Marketing Coordinator for the Office of Health & Well-Being, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.


L17. Appointment of Anthony Yang as Spirit Director for the Office of Spirit and Athletics, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L18. Appointment of Jamie Elias as Spirit Coordinator for the Office of Spirit and Athletics, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L19. Appointment of Kayla Magnussen as Spirit Coordinator for the Office of Spirit and Athletics, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L20. Appointment of Maggie Yu as Marketing Coordinator for the Office of Spirit and Athletics, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L21. Appointment of Rachel Lau as Housing Resource Advocate for the Office of Food and Housing Resources, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara
L22. Appointment of Mijia Ma as Basic Needs/Financial Wellness Advocate for the Office of Food and Housing Resources, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L23. Appointment of Farangiz Malikova as Food Security Advocate for the Office of Food and Housing Resources, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara